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1 Introduction

1.1 The Origins of MUN

MUN (Model  United  Nations)  is  an  extra  curricular  activity  in  many schools  and  universities

where students assume the roles of countries and organisations represented in the United Na-

tions in specific committees and debate about issues concerning the world. The United Nations

was formed at the end of  the Second World War.  It  was preceded by a similar  organisation;

known as the “League of Nations”. During the 1920s at the University of Harvard, students and

teachers of International Relations and Politics courses created a simulation known as Model

League of Nations, where students would represent the League of Nations and debate subjects

like colonisation, war and empire debates. After World War Two, once the United Nations was es-

tablished,  Harvard replaced the Model League of Nations with Model United Nations (MUN).

Soon after, schools in New York began to follow that trend, and by the mid 1950s, all the Ivy

League Universities in the United States held their own MUN Conference. In the 1960s, MUN be -

came popular in schools rather than just universities, and in 1968, a teacher at the American

School of The Hague, Mr. Paul Sand founded “The Hague International Model United Nations”

Conference (THIMUN). This conference began for four schools in The Hague, being the French

School,  The British School,  The American School and the German School.  By the mid 1980s,

THIMUN became one of the largest and most popular conferences in the world; outside of the

United States, and today it welcomes 4,500 students from all over the world to participate in

structured UN styled debate in a variety of committees.

1.2 The aims of Model United Nations Conferences

The Aims of an MUN conference are to encourage debate and sharing of views between stu -

dents from different schools and of different ethnicities. The Ultimate goal of an MUN Confer-

ence is to promote awareness of international relations and issues in young people, and to in-

spire global mindedness and an understanding to the problems of the world and how to combat

them,  whilst  providing an atmosphere where students  can progress  in  their  communication

skills and open mindedness. This would allow students an insight to further their understanding

and learning of politics in a global and international manner.
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1.3 Who can do MUN?

MUN can be done by any student in their respective High school; as it relies on an international

understanding and debate skill, which is obtained at a later age. As the purpose of MUN is to em -

phasize global understanding and promote awareness of international relations, it can be done

by anyone wishing to exercise these aims. 
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2 Preparation

2.1 Research

2.1.1 Resources for information about the country

When researching your delegation, you will find that there are many available sources to help

you with research. Though it may look overwhelming to find the right information on your coun-

try, many sources provide several areas of research; such as the area of Politics, Government, Eco-

nomy, Society etc. There are several sources listed below. You may also find that whilst looking

through some sources, you will find information that would help you when writing about your

political stance and position (policy statement/position paper 1 ) for your committee, or if you

will serve as the ambassador 2 of your delegation, it would help when writing your opening

speech.

CIA: The World Fact Book : https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/

U.S Department of State : http://www.state.gov/r/pa/ei/bgn/index.htm

The CIA World Fact Book and the U.S Department of State websites are great places to start your

research on a delegation. They both provide you with an in-depth review of a country and will al -

low you to see accurate and frequently updated information on a country’s statistics.

United Nations Website: http://www.un.org/

The UN Website serves as a portal to information on the UN and the recent events at the UN, in -

cluding recent treaties passed, resolutions, organisations etc. that will help you in seeing your

delegation’s involvement and influence at the UN.

Permanent Mission of Country to the UN: http://www.un.org/members/missions.shtml

The Permanent Mission of your country to the UN website, is a portal to taking you to your own

country’s independent website on their mission at the UN. These web links will provide you with

an overview of your country’s stance at the UN, what they are involved in and who they side with

during debate and sessions.

UN System: UN Organisations: http://www.unsystem.org/

The UN System of Organisations is a portal for taking you to each UN Organisation’s own website

to give an insight into their involvement and role at the UN. This website serves a similar purpose

as the Permanent Mission of your country to the UN website; however it is for Organisations
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rather than countries therefore, you will find their views are more objective rather than subject-

ive.

BBC Country Profiles: 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/africa/country_profiles

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/country_profiles

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/country_profiles

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/country_profiles

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/country_profiles

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/country_profiles

The BBC offers an in-depth view of country profiles with information about different aspects of

the country from their economy to their environmental action. As the BBC is a News Source, it

has accurate information that is updated regularly and sections about the country in the news

are highlighted under their timeline sections on countries. To the left, one can find the links to

different regions of the world from where one can find the desired country’s profile.

Contacting your Embassy: http://www.embassyworld.com

By contacting a representative of your country directly, you will be able to ask questions that you

are interested and concerned, which would therefore provide you with more specific answers

and policies of your country. There are two ways of finding the contact details of the country’s

representative in your country of residence. You can find the representative through the website

on the left (Embassy World) or by the use of a search engine and typing “E.g. Japan’s Embassy in

The United Kingdom”

2.1.2 Research contents

To learn everything about a country is a hard task. First of all you have to think about the major

topics you want to learn. I would suggest to make mind-maps of all these major topics (as you

could see below). After that you could start with your research.
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Other major topics could be:

• Geography, Culture and Social

◦ Population (composition)
◦ Major religions
◦ Poverty rate /Literacy rate / ...
◦ ethnic groups and minorities
◦ geographical situation / landlocked?
◦ … 

• Economy

• Foreign politics

• Environment

• … 

2.1.3 Researching an Issue

When researching an Issue, you will find that you will come across new and old information on

the issue you are researching. Due to that, it is always best to start your research with the oldest

information you find and work your way to the recent information; as that will help you to under-

stand the issue better (it provides you with a stronger context and origin of the issue).
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2.2 Position Paper (Policy Statement)

2.2.1 Contents

Every Delegate has to write a position paper on the topics that are to be discussed in your forum.

Each topic should be addressed briefly in a succinct policy statement representing the relevant

views of the assigned country or NGO. You should also include recommendations for action to

be taken by your committee.

2.2.2 Formal aspects

• All papers must be typed and formatted according to the sample position paper . 

• Length must not exceed two pages 

• Font must be Times New Roman sized between 10 pt. and 12 pt. 

• Delegation, school, author and forum need to be clearly labelled on the first page 

• Agenda topics clearly labelled in separate sections 

• No binding, staples, paper clips, or cover sheets should be used on any of the papers 

Position Papers need to be submitted via email.  File Format:.PDF (Adobe Portable Document

Format). File name: [Forum (abbreviated)] - [represented country/organisation etc. (short term,

abbreviation.)]. Examples: "4 - Russia.doc", "ECOSOC - UNHCR.docx".

2.2.3 How to write a position paper 

Before getting started

Before starting to formulate your Position Paper please take a few moments, sit down and make

up your mind about how eventual operative clauses in a resolution concerning the discussed

topic should look like. It is of utmost importance to know what you want to say and achieve in

advance! By knowing your “operative-wish list” you will have much easier work in formulating

your “action plan” (see below). Moreover you will have a concrete guideline, which will help you

in  building up an argumentation structure.  By knowing in the beginning what you want to

achieve at the end of the day, formulating your position will become much easier and more tar-

get-oriented.

Structure your Ideas

A position paper should be divided into three paragraphs to create an understandable structure
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and logic:

Describe the current situation:

Please give an outline of the current situation. Formulate what the problem in the affected coun-

tries actually is in the opinion of your country. Is there an urgent need to take action? Can the

problem escalate to the neighbouring countries, the region or the whole world? Why exactly is it

important for your country to contribute to the solution finding process? It is also welcome to

praise your current and recent efforts concerning this issue. Take care that the description of the

problem represents your perception of the problem. The task is not to give a scientifically accur -

ate account of the situation involving all possible factors and points of views, but to frame the

problem in a manner favourable to your argument. 

List all relevant documents, treaties, conventions and resolutions:

This is the part where you will have to do some research in the first place. Find out all documents,

treaties, conventions and resolutions that already deal with the discussed issues, what their es-

sence is, and list them up. As you don’t have the space to mention every single one, make a wise

selection. Please state whether you support a particular document, and if you don’t give a short

but plausible explanation why. Criticize everything your country rejects and praise all items your

country supports. The essence of this part should be a guideline of how preambulatory clauses

of a possible resolution should look like in your countries opinion.

Helpful source for introduction: http://unbisnet.un.org/ 

Action Plan:

Here is the right place to formulate your own ideas about how the above-mentioned and criti-

cized documents, treaties and mechanisms should be improved or amended. Since you criticized

the already existing structures in the second part you are expected to come up with solutions for

the problem. Take care that you avoid double-structures and institutions through creative pro-

posals that ask for solutions that already exist but had different names. This paragraph is compar-

able with operative clauses you want to have included inside a resolution. 

2.2.4 Useful hints

Use active formulations: Prefer "Saudi Arabia rejects…" to "…is rejected by Saudi Arabia". Name

your country as often as possible. It should at least be the beginning of every paragraph. Con -

ventions, documents and treaties should be put in italics. Use sophisticated English – vary with

expressions and avoid repetitions; make sure that expressions fit with the logic of your argu-
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ment: no assembly of rocking words that render the content incomprehensible 

Please don’t take the proposed guideline as a final advice. It is of course possible to interchange

paragraphs II and I and start with the documents and follow up with the description of the situ -

ation. The important factor is that any third person should be able to get the essence of your ar-

gumentation structure at once. 

2.3 Resolutions

In a country’s government, official documents are drafted, which aim to solve a specific situation.

In the United Nations, similar documents are also drafted; these are called Resolution. Resolu-

tions –in the UN and in MUN- are submitted by one member state, which is generally the largest

contributor to the resolution and/or the most involved in the issue –out of the merging group.

Resolutions are not written by one member state, but are a combined effort between different

member states who’ve taken interest in that specific issue. Although a Main Submitter could

contribute the most, that’s not to say that no one else can contribute, as every delegate has an

equal opinion.

Resolutions, which are successful, are ones that can appeal to the majority of the parties (states)

involved and doesn’t contradict. By giving solutions to both sides, which are just, and doesn’t

punish one side completely, or favour the other side completely are more likely to pass as they

can appeal to more member states in the house. Resolutions, which only touch on the factors in-

volved in the issue, are generally more vague and less likely to pass, however, those that aim to

resolve many or most of the factors involved are generally more vague and less likely to pass,

however, those that aim to resolve many or most of the factors involved are more likely to pass

as they offer incentives to the various problems, which contribute to the issue.

A resolution must be written as one sentence. For reasons of time draft resolutions should be no

more than two pages in length. Final resolutions are usually much longer, because of merging

with resolutions of other delegates, and amendments submitted during debates. A resolution

needs to have a certain number of co-submitters and must be approved by the approval panel.

This process will be explained in detail at the conference itself.

2.3.1 Components of a resolution

There are three components to every resolution:

1. Heading: The Heading is a mandatory part of resolutions. Though they don’t contribute
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to the content of a resolution, they address the committee; state the issue being resolved,

the submitter of the resolution, and those who’ve co-submitted the resolution (signator-

ies).

2. Preambulatory clauses: The Preambulatory clauses describe what the issue is. They ex-

plain what the past and current situation is and state facts about the issue. You’ll find dur-

ing the Lobbying stage, that for delegates who haven’t researched that specific issue as

their focussed one, they are more likely to sign onto your topic if you’ve addressed and

explained the situation of that issue well and have accurate facts about it.

3. Operative clauses: The Operative clauses are the most  essential  part  of  a  resolution.

Strong Operative clauses lead to more delegates voting in favour of your resolution. The

Operative clauses explain what can be done to resolve an issue. Please note that success-

ful and  strong operative clauses not only explain what can be done, but give possible

sub-clauses on how it could be achieved.

2.3.2 Important points for writing a resolution 

Heading • Begin with “Forum” indicating the committee
• Continue with “Submitted by” to indicate who is the main contributor/main speaker

of the Resolution
• Follow this by “Co-Submitted by” to illustrate those who’ve signed on (signatories) to

the Resolution
• Use the full official name of the delegations (one gets delegates to sign on during

the Lobbying Stage 1 )
• Address the Committee (in Upper Case), following this, comes the Preambulatory

clauses.

Preambulatory
clauses

• All Preambulatory clauses must end in commas(,)
• Leave a line between ever clause
• No Clause-Opening words should be repeated in the resolution, if you need to reuse

it, either use a similar word to it, or add “Further” before it like in “Further Noting” or
add “with concern” or “with warning” like in “Noting with concern”

• All Preambulatory clauses must be underlined and not be numbered
• All acronyms must be fully written out before appearing in the abbreviated form,

you only need to write them out once, and then refer to the abbreviated form for
the rest of the resolution

Operative 
clauses

• All acronyms must be fully written out before appearing in the abbreviated form,

you only need to write them out once, and then refer to the abbreviated form for

the rest of the resolution

• All Operative clauses must be underlined and be numbered

• Sub Clauses must be lettered ( a), b), c), d)...)

• Sub-sub Clauses must be in Roman Numerals ( i), ii), iii), iv)...)

• If a sub clause does not end the clause, their ending punctuation must be a comma
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(,)

• If  sub-sub clauses does not end the clause,  their  ending punctuation must be a

comma (,)

• All Operative clauses must end in semi-colons (;)

• Leave a line between ever clause

• No Clause-Opening words should be repeated in the resolution, if you need to reuse

it, either use a similar word to it, or add “Further” before it like in “Further Requests”

or add “Strongly” like “Strongly Requests”

• All acronyms must be fully written out before appearing in the abbreviated form,

you only need to write them out once, and then refer to the abbreviated form for

the rest of the resolution

2.3.3 Do's And Don't's

Do's Don't's

Preambulatory

Clauses

• State strong and recent facts about the is-
sue

• Use statistics where applicable
• Mention  the  past  situation  and  current

situation
• Recall  any passed resolutions  by the UN

on the issue
• Relate any other organisations involved in

the situation
• State relevant organisations’ efforts in the

situation
• If  applicable,  use  developing  countries/

LEDCs or developed countries/ MEDCs

• Be too one sided/bias
• Use “Third World countries”/ “poor 

countries” or “First World countries”/ 
“rich countries”

Operative 
clauses

• Aim  to  find  solutions,  which  solve  the

smaller problems that contribute to the is-

sue

• Elaborate on the solutions in your operat-

ive  clauses  (sub  clauses  and  sub-sub

clauses)

• Make use of any UN organisations or cre-

ate ones to help the issue

• Emphasize cooperation between govern-

ments and relevant UN organisations

• Explain different methods of approaching

the same problem through clauses

• Break the sovereignty a government 

has over its land

• Mention specific sources and specific 

(numbers) amount of funding

• Be vague with your solutions, or simply 

state a way of solving something 

without explaining ways of doing so

• Create unrealistic solutions to the issue,

which are vague solutions/ not pos-

sible to be put into force
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In All Clauses PLEASE DON’T PLAGIARISE:

As Plagiarism isn’t at all tolerated at MUN conferences, even if one is trying to get ideas from res-

olutions. One can only use similar ideas, and rewrite them as ones own, not use that particular

clause/ resolution! At MUN conferences, plagiarism is dealt with strongly and often results in one

being removed from the conference, and problems between ones school/delegation and the

conference management.

2.3.4 Some bad clauses

1. Asks for the Government of DPR Korea to withdraw all nuclear weapons;

Explanation: This is an unrealistic clause, and it is vague. It asks for DPR Korea to simply withdraw

their weapons, however, it doesn’t state how they should, why they should (the consequence if

they don’t, such as being sanctioned) and it doesn’t provide a time span in which they should do

it. It could be asking them to withdraw their weaponry now, or in 50 years. It is unknown as it is

not elaborate.

2. Calls for the UN to collect $100,000,000 from DPR Korea for holding nuclear weapons

and asks that the IMF gives one quarter of it to third world countries for development

Explanation: This clause refers to a specific amount of funding, which cannot be discussed. It also

refers to a specific source and how much of the money they will take. As specific funds cannot be

discussed at MUN, this clause is an example of a bad clause. The clause also refers to the collo-

quial term “third world countries”, which is not the official address of LEDCs. For it to be bettered,

it could call on the United Nations to collect funds from DPR Korea if they refuse to disarm their

nuclear program, and then could ask that relevant organisations use the funds in helping devel-

oping countries.

3.  Suggests  that  the currently  government of  DPR Korea  immediately  step down from

power and allow the United Nations to act as a provisional government from where, re-

elections should be held within one day the current government stepping down.

Explanation: This clause is unrealistic as it asks a re-election to be held after one day of the gov-

ernment stepping down. In reality that is  not possible as there would be conflict within the

country that would first need to be dealt with and the disarming of nuclear weaponry would

also need to be solved before a re-election can happen. As it asks for the government to step

down and then have the UN act as a provisional government, it also breaches the sovereignty

that DPR Korea has over its country, making it a strongly disputable clause.
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4. Requests within 60 days a report from the Director General of the IAEA on whether DPR

Korea has established full and sustained suspension of all activities mentioned in this res-

olution, as well as on the process of Korean compliance with all the steps required by the

IAEA Board and with the other provisions of this resolution, to the IAEA Board of Gov-

ernors and in parallel to the Security Council for its consideration;

Explanation: Although this is a very good clause, and makes use of the IAEA well, and offers in-

centives to the situation, which member states can agree upon, this is however, a plagiarized

clause from the UN Security Council Resolution 1737. As Plagiarism isn’t at all tolerated at MUN

conferences, even if one is trying to get ideas from resolutions. One can only use similar ideas,

and rewrite them as ones own, not use that particular clause/ resolution! At MUN conferences,

plagiarism is dealt with strongly and often results in one being removed from the conference,

and problems between ones school/delegation and the conference management.
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2.3.5 Words and phrases to be used in resolutions

Preambulatory clauses:

Preambulatory clauses are used to introduce the problem. You may only use the following pre-

ambulatory clauses:

Affirming
Alarmed by
Approving
Aware of
Believing
Bearing in mind
Confident
Contemplating
Convinced
Declaring
Deeply concerned
Deeply conscious
Deeply convinced
Deeply
Disturbed
Deeply regretting
Desiring
Emphasizing

Expressing its appreciation
Expressing its satisfaction
Fulfilling
Fully aware
Fully believing
Further deploring
Further noting
Further recalling
Guided by
Having adopted
Having considered
Having considered further
Having denoted attention
Having examined
Having heard
Having received
Having studied
Keeping in mind

Noting
Noting with approval
Noting with deep concern
Noting with regret Noting with satis-
faction
Observing
Realizing
Reaffirming
Recalling
Recognising
Referring
Recalling
Seeking
Taking into account
Taking into consideration
Taking note
Viewing with appreciation
Welcoming

Operative clauses:

Operative clauses follow the preambulatory clauses. They are used to express the action to be

taken to tackle the issue in question. You may only use the following operative clauses:

Accepts
Affirms
Approves
Authorises
Calls
Calls for
Condemns
Congratulates
Confirms
Considers
Declares accordingly
Deplores
Demands

Designates
Draws the attention
Emphasizes
Encourages
Endorses
Expresses its appreciation
Expresses its hope
Further invites
Further problems
Have resolved
Notes
Proclaims

Reaffirms
Recommends
Reminds
Regrets
Requests
Solemnly affirms
Strongly condemns
Supports
Trusts
Takes note of
Transmits
Urges
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3 Roles at the MUN

At MUN Conferences, people have different roles and functions. During an MUN Conference, you

should be in role while in your committee. Below, the roles are explained in detail.

3.1 The Delegates

When students sign up for an MUN Conference within their school, they sign up as delegates.

Schools are assigned either countries or organisations, where students must then hold the posi-

tion of a delegate in a specific committee of either any of the countries or organisations their

school was assigned.

The role of a delegate is to act as their assigned delegation’s representative in that part of the

United Nations System (such as being the delegate of Japan in the Human Rights Council). The

role of the delegate is to debate the topics of their committee, and to better the situation by the

means of writing resolutions 1 , explaining their delegation’s position, or by helping debates by

writing amendments 3 to amend a resolution that is being debated.

3.2 Ambassador

An Ambassador means that you are the Head of a team of delegates. It means that you are the
most experienced and that you are responsible for the over all achievement of your delegation.
Each delegation should decide it’s goal for the conference trying to find solutions for problems
discussed by the United Nations. The following are some of the MUN ambassador’s tasks during
preparation and during the MUN conference. 

1. During the Preparation, the ambassador has to :

◦ Be the link between the delegates and the MUN director.

◦ Give a presentation about his or her country.

◦ Be in contact with all his delegation.

◦ Inform and answer delegate questions.

◦ Coordinate between the delegates of his delegation to write the position paper and

resolutions.  Ambassadors  are  ultimately  responsible  for  ensuring  that  issues  ad-

dressed in the resolution adhere to their country’s policy.

◦ Determine what kind of role will your delegation play at the Conference? (Examples:

conciliatory, obstructive, aggressive, neutral or leading).

◦ Determine which delegations will be your main sponsor or adversaries on each topic. 
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2. During the opening ceremony and during the lobbying sessions, the ambassador has

to :

◦ Present the policy statement during the opening ceremony or assign a member of his

delegation to do it.

◦ Coordinate the activities of all delegation members during the lobbying session.

◦ Coordinate the efforts of everyone, touching back with each of them periodically, to

make sure that the lobbying time is being used productively.

◦ Give advise to the member of his delegation who may come across specific resolu-

tions  that  their  country  would want  to  cosponsor  to  be  sure that  the resolutions

closely align with the country policy .

3. During the conference, the ambassador has to:

◦ Coordinate the activities of all delegation members in general.

◦ Discuss with other delegation members how to vote on specific resolutions that will

come up in the various committees.

◦ Make sure that the country’s views are represented in all the committees; that also

mean that he can be called to be present to any committee that do no have a repres-

entative. For that he has to be fully aware of all the topics of each committee.

◦ Present or assign someone to present the country's views during any press confer-

ences. 

3.2.1 The Opening Speeches

The Opening Speech is a speech given by the Ambassador at an MUN Conference during the

General Assembly. MUN Conferences have themes set at the conference and they are set as the

topic choices at the Special Conference.  The Ambassador stresses the importance of interna-

tional cooperation, and also states their country/organisation’s role in helping to endorse that

the theme of the conference works.  Finally,  The ambassador includes their country/organisa-

tion’s policies in general and that they would hope that at the conference, fruitful and productive

debate would be made.
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3.2.2 Notepaper

Notepaper is the official stationary used by a delegation

in order to communicate with other delegates on their

viewpoints on a resolution. Notes are screened by Admin

staff to check if they are appropriate and are then passed

to the other delegate to whom the note is addressed to.

Notes are a great tool used by delegates to find out the

opinion of  others  during debate without disturbing of

the debate. 

3.3 Student Officers

The role of a Student Officer is to chair the debate. Stu-

dent Officers are the heads of committees, councils and

commissions and they are in charge of keeping the de-

bate flowing and making sure that delegates are being

constructive in regard to the resolutions that are being

debated. The Student Officers hold the responsibility of

preparing Research Reports before a conference to help

delegates  with  their  research on an issue.  Student  Of-

ficers are expected to encourage delegates during a conference to help amend resolutions, con-

tribute to debate etc. Student Officers are in charge of what happens in their particular commit -

tee, and so, they must address delegates who are not behaving, and they must confront prob-

lems within the committee.

3.4 Administrative Staff

The Administrative Staff (Admin) ensure the smooth running and logistics during an MUN con-

ference. They are in charge of photo-copying resolutions, passing notepaper from the chair/del-

egate to another chair/delegate. The Admin Staff are led by an Executive Administrative Officer.

The Admin Staff have the role of setting up the committee rooms in regard to:

• Placards

• Tables

• Chairs and

• Seating plans to accommodate the committee members.
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3.5 Executive Conference Staff

The Secretary General is the Head of an MUN Conference. They are responsible for the planning

of the conference, with the aid of other Executive Conference Staff to help. The primary assist -

ance of the Secretary General at an MUN conference is from the Deputy Secretary Generals. They

also are in charge of the affairs at an MUN Conference; however, they are based more internally.

The other Staff Members include teacher representatives who aid the planning, along with a

conference and financial manager who all help in the composition of an MUN conference.
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4 Vocabulary:

Abstain

When debate time elapses, delegates are to vote 1 on the resolution or an amendment. Deleg-

ates who wish to abstain are those who do not support the resolution or clause and also do not

oppose it. “Any delegates wishing to abstain from voting?”

Adjourn

When the debate session adjourns, it means that session time has ended. The chair announces to

delegates that the committee will be adjourned, either for a break, lunch or for the day. “Deleg-

ates, the committee is adjourned for lunch. Please be back at 1:45 for us to begin debate on an-

other resolution.”

Agenda

The agenda is the order in which resolutions, breaks and other events will occur in. It is the com -

mittee’s schedule.

“The first thing on the agenda, delegates, is roll call”

Ambassador

The Head Delegate or Ambassador of a Delegation is the delegate who is in charge of their del -

egation and are the most experienced delegate of their delegation. They are given responsibilit-

ies before and during the conference as they act as the head of that delegation.

House. When addressing ones committee, it is addressed as “the House”.

Amendment

An amendment is a change (addition, removal or adjustment) to a clause or a resolution. It is

submitted by delegates during debate 3 and is debated upon in closed debate 3 and is then

voted on. “The delegate submitted an amendment to strike clause six”

Chair

A chair is one of those in charge of a specific committee.

Co-Submitter

This is a delegation that is in favour of a resolution before it has been debated. A resolution

needs a certain amount of Co-Submitters before it can be submitted.

Debate

The Debate is where delegates exchange their delegations’ opinions on an issue and try to re-

solve that issue by resolutions.

Delegate

A Delegate is someone who assumes the role of a representative of a nation or an organisation
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in a specific committee.

Delegation

A delegation is a group of delegates representing the same country or organisation.

Draft Resolution

A Draft Resolution is a document that tries to solve a situation. It is written (drafted) by delegates

together during the lobbying stage, and is then debated by the committee. If it passes in the

committee, the draft resolution becomes a resolution as it has been amended and approved by

the committee.

First Degree Amendment

An Amendment to the First Degree is where a delegate submits an amendment to add, remove

or adjust a clause in the resolution to become better and more appealing to the House.

Floor

The Floor is a metaphorical area, which delegates can obtain to be able to speak on a resolution

or clause.

Member State

Member States are countries in the UN who are recognized countries by the UN (are a part of the

UN) and have the right to vote on resolutions and clauses.

Motions

A motion is a request made by a delegate, which is requested to do something, such as moving

into voting procedures or to extend debate time.

Notes and Note-passing

A note is a piece of official delegation paper that delegates can send around the committee.

Between delegates, they pertain to the debate and try to get each others’ opinions or to get to

generally talk to delegates. However, if the house gets rowdy, the has the right to suspend note-

passing.

Placard

A placard is the sign paper the delegates hold up to be recognized by the chair to speak or to

make a point of information. Every delegate has their own placard with the delegation written

across it.

Point 

A Point is a question raised by the delegate pertaining to the resolution or to the committee.

They can be raised to the chair or to delegates who have the floor.

Position

During debate, delegates have a position. Their position is their standing on a resolution or a

clause, which reflects their delegation’s views.
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Resolution

Resolutions are documents written by delegates , which aim to solve a specific situation.

Right of Reply

The Right of Reply is where delegates may reply to a speaker’s comment. It is requested by a del -

egate to the chairs when a delegate has been insulted, or was mentioned on a delegate’s speech

and wishes to answer the delegate back on what they said about them.

Second

A Second, is something called out by a delegate who agrees with a motion. If a delegate doesn’t

agree, they call out “Objection!”. If a chair sees that a motion is in order, they’ll ask if there are any

delegates who second the motion, and if there are, the motion would be entertained.

Second Degree Amendment

Amendments to the Second Degree are amendments which change an amendment to the first

degree. They can only be submitted in the “time against” the first amendment.

Voting

On Resolutions, Clauses and Amendments, only Member States can vote. This means that Ob-

server Status delegates (organisations and unrecognised countries) cannot vote (this doesn’t ap-

ply to the Advisory Panel).

However, on procedural matters, all delegates have the right to vote. For example, if a motion to

adjourn debate is called, the chair will ask delegates to vote on it. Here, all delegates have the

right to vote as it is a procedural matter.

Yield

Yielding is where a delegate gives the floor to either another delegate or gives the floor back to

the chair. Delegates can only yield once consecutively. One delegate cannot take the floor, speak,

and yield to another and have them yield to a third delegate, as it restricts the house from hear-

ing a varied range of delegates, who might not share the same views on that resolution and

topic. Therefore, it will be allowed to yield, however, chairs can call it “out of order” after which,

delegates must then yield the floor back to the chair.
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4.1 Phrases

• “Is it in order to … ” (Is it allowed to … )

• “It is in order to … ” (It will be allowed … )

• “Time Constraints” (Restrictions of time )

• “Request for Follow up?” (to the chair) (Can I ask another question?)

• “I Yield the Floor to …  / back to the chair ” (Give the floor to someone  )

• “That will be Entertained” (That will be allowed to happen)

• „Distinguished chairs, honourable delegates … (A way to address the house)

4.2 Points

Point of Personal Privilege:

This point refers to the comfort and well-being of a delegate When it is a point of personal priv -

ilege due to audibility, it may then only interrupt the speaker It cannot refer to the content of a

speaker’s statement It is not a point that is debatable and doesn’t require any other delegate to

second it 

“Point of Personal Privilege! Could the Air Conditioning be turned on, as it is a bit warm in here?”

Point of Order:

Refers to the rules of Procedure A Point of Order is called if a delegate doesn’t agree to a de -

cision/ruling made by the chair It isn’t debatable and it can’t interrupt the speaker It can refer to

a current decision made by the chair or to a general procedural matter “Point of Order!” Is it in or -

der for delegates to yield the floor more than once, as the floor was just yielded to Japan?” 

Point of Information to the Speaker:

Remember, when you ask your Point of Information, remain standing as a mark of respect It is a

question directed to the delegate who has the floor about their delegation’s views or about the

speech It is a question to the speaker, not a comment! If you want to get some information on

the topic across to the house, you can do so by formulating it as a question “Is the delegate

aware that...” or “Does the delegate agree that...” Do not ask another question to the delegate un-

less the chair has allowed you to (request of follow up) as there is no direct dialogue between
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delegates.

“Does the delegate feel that the Six-Party Talks would be able to enforce the ideas in this resolution to

DPR Korea?” 

Point of Information to the Chair:

This Point of Information is directed to the chair It can refer to anything that doesn’t pertain to

the Rules of Procedure or to Personal Privileges A Point of Information to the chair can be a ques-

tion or clarification on the issue being debated “Point of Information to the chair! Could the chair

explain when the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty was signed?” It can refer to scheduling and

the committee’s agenda

“Point of Information to the chair! What time is lunch?”

Point of Parliamentary Enquiry:

A Point of Parliamentary Enquiry refers to the Rules of Procedure It is a question on the Rules of

Procedure “Point of Order!” Could the chair explain what is meant by abstentions ?” It isn’t like a

Point of Order, as that is a question on the chair’s ruling. This is a question about the rules in gen -

eral.

4.3 Motions

At MUN Conferences, there are several types of Motions. Below, you can read about them and

see their purpose. 

Motion for a Consultation of the Whole

The consultation of the whole (CoW) is the perfect caucus if you would like to be able to steer

the direction of the discussion for a limited amount of time. A consultation of the whole cuts out

the Chair for a certain amount of time. The Delegate that suggested the caucus, along with the

length and topic of the caucus, will be the first to receive the floor from the Chair. The Delegate

may then speak as long as she/he sees fit, before she/he then chooses the next Delegate to yield

the floor to. In a CoW it would be great if every delegate in the committee has to point out his or

her point of view. Here’s an insider tip: if you wish to speak, place your placard upright to notify

the current speaker that you would like to speak

Motion to Move to the Previous Question: 
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This motion was known as “the motion to move to voting procedure”.  This motion means that 
when discussing something in closed debate, if the house is in time in favour, motioning to 
move to the previous question, will move debate into time against. If debate was in time against,
debate will then be moved into voting procedures In open debate, it means that the debate will 
be moved into voting procedures It may not interrupt the speaker. This motion can be moved by 
either a chair or delegate, but requires a “second”. Even if there are objections, it is up to the 
chair’s discretion to entertain the motion or not. The chair can overrule the motion if there is a lot
of time left for the resolution and more debate can be created in the house. Remember to refrain
from using “motion to move into voting procedure” as this motion no longer exists. 

Motion to Adjourn the Debate: 

This motion calls for the temporary stopping of debate. It may not interrupt the speaker. The 
caller of the motion will need to make a short speech on why debate should be adjourned, and 
therefore why the resolution should be tabled (put aside and debated after all other resolutions).
The chairs recognize speakers in favour and against this motion (debatable). This motion is voted
on and a simple majority is required for the motion to pass. Should the motion fail, debate will 
continue as normal. If a delegate wishes to re-debate the tabled resolution, they can appeal for 
it, but then a 2/3 majority vote will be conducted and the resolution will then be debated at the 
end. 

Motion to Reconsider a Resolution: 

This motion calls for a re-debate and a re-vote of a resolution, that has already been debated. It 
will be a resolution debated at the end, as other resolutions have priority, as they hadn’t been 
debated. It may not interrupt the speaker. It will be entertained faster if there are no other resol-
utions on that particular topic. A 2/3 majority is required for this motion to be entertained and 
isn’t a debatable motion.

Motion to Withdrawing a Resolution: 

If a delegate wishes to remove their resolution from the committee, a vote will be conducted
between all those who co-submitted (signatories) and the main submitters of the resolution. All
of these delegates need to agree for it to be withdrawn. It can however, be reconsidered by any
delegate of the committee. It may not interrupt the speaker 

Motion to Extend Debate Time: This will be at the chair’s discretion and is not a debatable mo-
tion. It may not interrupt the speaker. Another delegate needs to “second” this motion. It might
not be entertained due to time constraints or if other events have been planned for the commit -
tee.

Motion to move into open debate:  Moves into open debate,  where Delegates may give a
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speech either in favour or against the resolution or amend it. The motion must be seconded at
least twice and my be overruled by an objection. This motion can only be proposed when the
debate is in time against.

Motion to amend the resolution or motion to make a(n) (friendly) amendment: For more in-
formation see the amendment section. A friendly amendment fixes a minor mistake in the resol-
ution, it  may not change the content.  The student officer will  ask the main submitter if  they
agree to the changes – if he does, then the correction will be made.

Motion to follow up: This motioon can be used by Delegates to ask the speaker to clarify or
elaborate on an issue related to the point of information. Delegates may only ask one follow-up
question. 

Motion to devide the house: Delegates may raise this motion when the result of the vote on
the resolution is very narrow and there are large number of abstentions. The house votes again,
but with no abstentions being allowed. It will be done by roll-call.
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5 At the conference

5.1 Lobbying

Lobbying is extremely important in order to improve your resolution and avoid repeated or im-

practical resolutions. During lobbying time you must discuss your resolution with your ally coun-

tries, as well as with others, so that you can improve it by rewording, adding their clauses or mer-

ging your resolution with you ally’s resolution.

This is very important since you need the support of allies in order to pass your resolution. Lob -

bying will also give you an idea of who will support or oppose your resolution during debate, as

well as what criticisms will be made. It is important   to remember that the role of countries in

Model United Nations is to try to solve the problems of the world and not  to defend an ideology

or claim; therefore resolutions should be realistic in regards to its application on the real world. 
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After improving your resolution you will have to get it signed by five other nations. By signing

your resolution these nations become co-submitters and are responsible for defending it against

criticism. Even though you will still be the main submitter and therefore the main defender of

you resolution, co-submitters will be called upon by the chair to argue in favor of it.

Therefore be careful of what resolutions you sign -keeping in mind that you will have to defend it

in caucus. After getting it signed by five other nations your resolution shall be submitted to the

Approval Panel which will check it for content, grammar and format errors.

5.2 The Approval Panel Process
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5.3 The Debating Process

Seeing as there isn’t any document to debate yet (because the draft resolutions have not offi-

cially been introduced for everybody to see - only those that worked on them know of their ex-

istence) the Chair will now ask the Main Submitter  (Author) of the resolution to approach the

floor and read aloud the operative clauses of the resolution that will be debated. 
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Question clarification

This is the first opportunity to clarify questions that you have about the resolution. By this point

you will have had the operative clauses of the resolution read out to you, you will have heard a

speech on the resolution so you should have a basic idea of what the resolution is trying to

achieve. Questions during this part of debate should merely be for content clarification and are

different to points of information, which are more complex and can serve multiple purposes in-

cluding expressing content with a facet of the resolution or questioning the legitimacy and pur-

pose of an idea that has been presented.

Debate

This is what its all about. This is when the Chair hands over the floor to you - the Delegates. When

the Chair says something like „We are now in open debate / closed debate on the resolution X

submitted by the Delegate of Y on the topic of Z“, the house is in open /closed debate. During

debate is when you may raise your placards to partake in debate by holding speeches, submit-

ting amendments to the resolution, motioning for different forms of debate and many other

things. 

Don’t worry: you don’t have to know exactly what’s going on, just listen to the Chair - it’s

their job to guide you through debate and make sure that everybody always knows what

they can and can’t do at any given time.
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5.4 Voting Procedures
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5.5 Amendments
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5.6 Equipment and Attire

Clothing

During an MUN Conference, one will be expected to dress in formal clothing and act profession-

ally, as though being a member of Parliament. The Dress code for MUN conferences are strictly

formal. One will be expected to dress in suits (if male) or in equally formal clothing (if female).

As  conference attendees  would receive  a  lot  of  paper  due to  notes,  resolutions,  conference

manuals, program of events booklets and the MUN conference’s newspaper, it is advised that at-

tendees carry a bag or a briefcase to the conference as that would allow one to carry all of the

various documents accumulated during the course of the conference.

Equipment

A Conference Folder, A Notepad, Pens, Notepaper, A USB Stick, A Laptop.
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